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Title: Mustapha Dimakuta y Maruhom vs. People of the Philippines

Facts: Mustapha Dimakuta y Maruhom, herein petitioner, was indicted for a violation of
Republic Act No. 7610 (Special  Protection of  Children Against Abuse,  Exploitation and
Discriminatory Act) for acts of lasciviousness committed against a sixteen-year-old minor
identified  as  AAA.  The RTC convicted Dimakuta,  sentencing him to  imprisonment  and
ordering  him  to  pay  fines  and  damages.  Aggrieved,  Dimakuta  appealed  to  the  CA,
challenging the  RTC’s  decision primarily  on the  ground of  consent  and arguing for  a
conviction under a lesser offense – Acts of Lasciviousness under the Revised Penal Code,
rather than under R.A. No. 7610. The CA modified the conviction as recommended by the
Office of the Solicitor General, reducing Dimakuta’s charges to Acts of Lasciviousness and
correspondingly adjusting his penalties to lighter ones.

Subsequently, Dimakuta filed a manifestation with motion to apply for probation, citing the
Supreme Court  ruling  in  Colinares  v.  People,  which  allowed a  petitioner  to  apply  for
probation after the sentence was reduced to a probationable penalty by the Supreme Court.
However, the CA denied his application, stating that the case of Colinares was inapplicable
as Dimakuta challenged the merits of his conviction rather than merely the correctness of
the penalty imposed. Dimakuta’s motion for reconsideration was also denied, prompting this
petition to the Supreme Court.

Issues:
1.  Whether the CA erred in denying Dimakuta’s application for probation based on its
interpretation of Colinares v. People.
2. Whether Dimakuta’s act of appealing his RTC conviction disqualified him from availing of
probation.
3. Whether the CA’s decision modifying Dimakuta’s conviction should be considered an
original conviction that qualifies him to apply for probation.

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court denied Dimakuta’s petition, reiterating its stance that probation is a
privilege, not a right, and emphasizing that appealing a conviction generally forfeits an
offender’s eligibility for probation. The Court clarified that probation should be sought at
the earliest opportunity—directly after the trial court’s conviction and within the period for
perfecting  an  appeal.  By  appealing  his  conviction,  Dimakuta  effectively  renounced  his
chance for probation, irrespective of the CA’s subsequent reduction of his sentence to a
probationable offense. The Court further distinguished Dimakuta’s circumstances from the
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scenario in Colinares v. People, indicating a nuanced application of the law based on the
specifics of each case.

Doctrine:
The application for probation must be filed within the period for perfecting an appeal, and
not after an appeal has been perfected. An offender’s right to probation is forfeited once an
appeal is made from the judgment of conviction, underscoring the principle that appeal and
probation are mutually exclusive remedies.

Class Notes:
– Probation is considered a privilege, not a right, applicable only to offenders expressing
immediate intent for reform and rehabilitation.
– The act of appealing disqualifies an offender from subsequently applying for probation.
– The principle established in Colinares v. People does not universally apply; its applicability
depends on whether the appeal challenges the correctness of the penalty imposed or the
merits of the conviction itself.
– Critical statutory provisions: R.A. No. 7610 (Special Protection of Children Against Abuse,
Exploitation and Discrimination Act), and the relevant articles of the Revised Penal Code
concerning acts of lasciviousness (Article 336).
– Legal maxim: Mutually exclusive remedies – appealing a conviction generally forfeits the
right to probation.

Historical Background:
Probation laws in the Philippines evolved as part of the country’s judicial system to offer an
alternative to imprisonment for offenders deemed capable of rehabilitation. The landmark
case of Colinares v. People illuminated the intricacies of applying for probation post-appeal,
particularly when the sentence is reduced to a probationable offense. Nonetheless, the case
at bar highlights the judicial discretion in interpreting the applicability of probation laws,
reiterating the necessity of seeking probation as “the first opportunity” and distinguishing
between challenging the penalty imposed and contesting the conviction’s merits.


